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Waterfront Advisory Committee: 

Tooley Pond Boat Launch: 

     The students at the Ranger School are currently working on the deed research for the Timbervest holdings 

that needs to be conducted as part of this project. 

 

Publicizing the Projects: 

     In an effort to inform the community of all the various projects the WAC has been doing, we would like to 

focus on two information boards.  One will be in the SOS building showing all the waterfront access sites and 

trails in the Clifton-Fine area.  We have had a Watershed map printed by the DOS.  Sherm is in the process of 

changing this map to our display. Our second project is to place a schematic of the work to be completed in 

the  back of the community center with bold lettering stating “Coming the Summer 2011” in the Cranberry 

Community Center.  We have received a new schematic from Elan for these purposes. 

 

Community Center and Playpark: 

    Jere Tatich from Elan Associates and I had a meeting today to discuss the SEQRA process, and what the 

Town of Clifton needs to do to complete this process.  We also discussed the bid process for the playground 

equipment, what additional permits need to be completed, and the role that the Highway Department will 

have in the construction process. 

 

2009 Grant: 

   The first project as part of our 2009 grant is being started.  Chris Westbrook, Andy Labruzzo, and myself 

had a meeting about how the Students at the Ranger School can help us in our Streetscapes Project, as part 

of this grant.  Starting on April 5, students from the Ranger School will be gathering information that will be 

use on a survey of the land along Route 3 in the Hamlets of Star Lake and Cranberry Lake.  They will be 

working on this project for about 3 weeks. 

 

Logo: 

On Tuesday, Feb 22, members of Clifton’s Logo committee met with Karen Davidson of Davidson Design.  This 

meeting generated a log of good ideas, and all participants seemed to be please.   

 

Smart Growth Grant: 

The second round for the Smart Growth Grant has been released, with an application due date of March 18.  

There have been some changed from the first round.  Most importantly, the Local vs. Regional definitions have 

changed, and the funding amounts have decreased.  A Local is defined as up to two municipalities, and a 

Regional is defined as 3 or more municipalities.  A Local grant can apply for $40,000, and a Regional can 

apply for $80,000.  In order to remain as a Regional applicant, we have asked St. Lawrence County to become 

a partner.  We will still ask for a three year contract, with a reduced salary for the Community Development 

Coordinator position, with the remaining to be made up through the Waterfront Grant.  We will also continue 

to ask for a yearly match of $2,100 from each Town.  We will need a resolution form each Town. 

 

 


